
1st International Online Violin Competition
"Wroclaw con corde"

30 November 2023, Wroclaw

1. The organizer of the 1st International Violin Competition “Wroclaw con corde” is the
Dolnoslaskie Towarzystwo im. Fryderyka Chopina (DTiFC) in Wroclaw, in collaboration
with Klub Muzyki i Literatury we Wrocławiu.

2. Competition auditions will be held only online, based on recordings sent by competition
participants.

3. The presentations of the participants will be evaluated by the jury selected by the
organizers of the competition, chaired by prof. dr hab. Slawomir Tomasik from The Chopin
University of Music in Warsaw.

4. Participation in the competition is voluntary.

5. Pupils of jurors are not allowed to participate in the competition.

6. The competition is open to violinists all over the world with no age limits in the following
categories:
category A
participants born in 2014 and younger
B category
participants born between 2009 and 2013
category C
participants born between 2004 and 2008
category D
participants born between 1999 and 2003
category E
participants born before 1998

7. In each category the repertoire is freely chosen by the participant (solo or accompanied
by piano):
in category A - up to 7 minutes
in category B - up to 10 minutes
in category C - up to 15 minutes
in categories D and E - up to 20 minutes

The given time limit should not be exceeded, but it is not mandatory to use it in full.

8. All participants will be sent e-diplomas of participation to the e-mail addresses provided
in the application.



9. Diplomas of the winners of the competition will be sent to the e-mail addresses provided
in the application.

10. The organizers allow the possibility of awarding diplomas of distinction to pianists
accompanying the participants.

11. Prizes will be awarded in a point system of 1-25 points
Grand Prix of the competition 25 points
1st prize in each category from 24 points
2nd prize in each category from 23 points
3rd prize in each category from 22 points
distinction in each category from 20 points

The Jury decides on the distribution of prizes.
The Jury may also decide to award extra-statutory prizes.

12. The decisions of the Jury are final and indisputable.

13. The organizers provide material and financial prizes.
DTiFC together with the luthier Krzysztof Mroz from Wroclaw, fund a violin made by
Krzysztof Mroz as a prize.
Selected winners will be invited to participate as soloists in concerts organized by DTiFC,
including a special concert with the Chamber Orchestra of the Chevalier de Saint-George.
Dates and repertoire of concerts will be agreed with the winners. The organizers do not
cover the costs of coming to Poland for the concerts. The organizers provide the winners
with accommodation
and costs of travel in Poland necessary to perform at concerts.

14. The entry fee is PLN 150 for a participant from Poland or EUR 45 for a participant from
other countries. The entry fee should be paid to the account of the DTiFC:

Dolnoslaskie Towarzystwo im. Fryderyka Chopina
pl. Tadeusza Kosciuszki 10, 50-028 Wroclaw
NEST Bank 69 2530 0008 2041 1070 8657 0001

For transfers from outside of Poland:
IBAN PL69 2530 0008 2041 1070 8657 0001
SWIFT: NESBPLPW

In the title of the payment, please enter:
donation for statutory purposes - "Wroclaw con corde"
In case of resignation from participation in the competition, the entry fee is not refundable.

15. The competition recording should present the full profile of the participant in a way that
allows him to be identified. The audio-video recording should be of high quality.
Recordings should be made from one camera without additional cuts during the piece. It is
allowed to record individual compositions separately and send separate links to each of
the works or cyclical parts of the work.



16. The length of the recording should comply with the requirements of the category in
which the participant performs.
The recording should be made available under the link to Youtube. In the title, enter the
name of the competition (Wroclaw con corde), the first and last name of the participant,
and the category. In the description, enter the first and last name of the participant,
category, performed program, and first and last name of the accompanying pianist. The
video’s privacy setting should be set to “unlisted”.

17. The application should be sent to the e-mail address wroclawconcorde@gmail.com by
November 30, 2023.
Complete application includes:

a) filled and signed application form
b) signed GDPR consent form
c) links to recording posted on Youtube
d) a scan of the participant's ID card with a visible name and date of birth
e) payment confirmation of the registration fee (non-refundable)

Sending an application is tantamount to acceptance of the regulations.

18. The results of the competition will be announced on December 15th, 2023.

19. Current information about the competition will be posted on the profile of DTiFC on
Facebook: www.facebook.com/dtifcwroclaw in the events tab.

20. Any doubts related to the competition will be resolved by the organizer - DTiFC.
The organizer's decisions are final.

21. For additional information please contact the secretary of the competition, Anna Wasik.
wroclawconcorde@gmail.com
Whatsapp +48 781 046 679

mailto:wroclawconcorde@gmail.com

